VOILA! EUROPE THEATRE FESTIVAL
connecting border-busting theatre to citizens of everywhere
at The Cockpit in London, UK & Online
3 - 13 November 2022
Calling artists and companies with a connection to Europe and something to say! Join us for our
10th anniversary festival!
We want to read your proposals for shows to take place live on stage at The Cockpit, our 200-seat
venue in Marylebone, London. We want to see your performance videos, ready to be introduced to
wider audiences at our online Watch Party events. We want to hear your ideas for new and
innovative digital theatre.
Voila! Europe is a multilingual theatre festival produced by The Cockpit. Celebrating our 10th
anniversary in 2022, our curated programme of cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary performance
connects independent artists and adventurous audiences.
We believe that theatre can help us to imagine a better future in dif cult times. The last two years
have shown us the dedication and ingenuity of theatre makers, and the silver lining of digital
performances reaching across borders. As long as there are European artists determined to share
their work, the festival will be here, bringing together a community of the culturally curious.
Voila! Europe is a place for artists to create, to connect, and to celebrate collaboration. We support
individuals and companies to make a daring leap: presenting a new piece of work, touring to a new
audience, or translating a play into a new language. Our previous programmes have included crosscultural mash-ups, adaptations, bilingual comedies, devised theatre, solo performance, puppetry,
clowning, circus, dance, music, stand-up, family shows, and more.
We embrace an entrepreneurial fringe model in order to platform emergent theatre: contemporary
artist-led work that responds to our world with a sense of urgency. We support and mentor theatre
makers to take the next steps in self-producing their work, bypassing institutional gatekeepers. Voila
creates a home for artists to speak in their own voice, in their own accent, and in their own
language.
APPLICATION PROCESS
New this year, we are using a two-step application process, in order to reduce the amount of unpaid
time artists spend applying for the festival. The rst step is a short list of questions to give us a
basic idea of you and your project. This application form is due by 11:59pm on 11 April, 2022.
We will contact all applicants by 6th of May 2022. If your Step 1 application is successful, we will
invite you to submit the Step 2 application form by 20th of May. In this step, we will ask for more
detailed information about your show. Final programming decisions will be made in mid-June 2022.
Sign up here for a Q&A with Voila! Europe directors Sharlit Deyzac & Amy Clare Tasker, on Thursday
24 March at 5:30pm UK time.
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APPLICATION PACK CONTENTS
•
•
•
•

FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions
Festival Spirit Guidelines
Box Office Income Estimator
Application Questions & link to online application form

FAQ: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT IS THE VOILA! EUROPE THEATRE FESTIVAL?
Voila! is a pan-European theatre festival designed to break through borders, language barriers and
cultural assumptions. Since 2012, the festival has presented multilingual performances from
Europe & the UK at The Cockpit in London. Since 2020, we have evolved into a hybrid festival with
performances on stage and online.
WHEN DOES THE FESTIVAL TAKE PLACE?
Voila! Europe will run 3 - 13 November, 2022. Digital performances will take place between the 3rd
and the 6th, with onstage performances commencing from 7th November. Shows will be scheduled
in the evenings on weekdays, and in the afternoons and evenings on weekends.
WHERE DOES THE FESTIVAL TAKE PLACE?
Onstage performances will take place at The Cockpit: Gateforth Street, Marylebone, London, UK.
Online shows may be presented from anywhere in the world, via Zoom.
WHY SHOULD I PARTICIPATE?
Voila! Europe is an opportunity for UK and European companies to present their show at The
Cockpit in London. Voila! Europe aims to attract press and industry attention for artists, and provide
a platform for potential touring beyond the festival. We also run a peer-assessed award scheme in
partnership with Off West End. With participating artists from London, the UK, and Europe, you’ll be
able to create international connections and collaborations.
“Voila! Festival worked as a catalyst for the further progress and development of both the show and
our company, reaching press and industry contacts that wouldn't be reachable in a different context.
For us, as a new company, Voila! was the ideal platform to take the rst step on a long journey. It's a
big family and we're proud to be part of it!” - Mikra Theatricals
"Voila! Europe clearly has an imaginative and energetic approach to presenting international work in
an urban festival setting; from its initial aims it has proved itself to be responsive, quirky and risktaking." - European Festivals Association
WHAT DOES ‘INDEPENDENT THEATRE’ MEAN?
The festival embraces an entrepreneurial ‘independent’ or ‘fringe’ model in order to platform
emergent theatre: contemporary artist-led work that responds to our world with a sense of urgency.
We support theatre makers to take the next steps in self-producing their work, bypassing
mainstream institutional gatekeepers.
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Think of Voila! Europe as a curated co-production opportunity. We provide the venue, the box of ce
and administrative support, an overall PR and marketing campaign, and mentoring from the festival
team. You provide the idea, the artists, the production, and a show-speci c marketing campaign.
Like entrepreneurs in partnership, we take the risk and reap the rewards together.
WHAT DOES ‘EUROPEAN THEATRE’ MEAN?
We deliberately do not de ne who is ‘European’ and who isn’t. Europe is a common history, a rich
cultural tapestry, a multilingual and multiracial community, a shared identity alongside our
differences.
We welcome applications from companies and shows that have a connection to Europe, whether
that is through the cultural heritage of the artists, the performance techniques and aesthetics of the
show, the languages spoken on stage, or the themes explored.
Voila! aims to expand the notion of ‘European Theatre,’ by focusing on languages rather than
nationalities. We are especially keen to hear from artists who are underrepresented on UK stages
due to their race, gender, sexuality, disability, or migrant status.
WHAT IS THE FESTIVAL LOOKING FOR?
You might have a show in a European language. You might have translated or adapted a European
play. You might be a UK company with a piece of new writing featuring a cast or creative team from
Europe. You might be a European company looking to bring your show to an international audience
in London. You might have performed this show a few times and want to take the production values
to the next level.
We accept proposals for any genre of live performance: theatre, dance, comedy, music, stand-up,
performance art, etc. While Voila! is a multidisciplinary festival, we do serve a mainly theatre-going
audience. When we programme dance, music, or circus, it has a strong theatrical or narrative
element.
We do not specify a theme for the festival; instead, we want to know what topics artists think are the
most urgent for our times. If your work has a connection to Europe, we’d love to hear from you!
DOES MY SHOW HAVE TO BE IN ENGLISH?
No; we welcome performances in any language. For shows that are less than 50% in English, we
may ask you to provide surtitles and a surtitles operator.
WHAT DOES THE FESTIVAL PROVIDE?
Marketing Support:
• The festival will include your show image and information in the brochure, on the website, and in
our social media marketing.
• We will support any social media activity you initiate to promote your show, by sharing on our
social media channels whenever possible. When you tweet, we retweet to all our followers.
• We will issue a press release for the festival, including information about every show. Although we
can’t promise, there may be opportunities for interviews about you and your show. The more
marketing materials you are able to provide us with, the more we are able to help.
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• We will supply branding and Voila! Europe festival logos for you to use on all your publicity
(although we cannot produce printed flyers or posters for individual companies).
• Voila and The Cockpit have a growing loyal audience - but we can’t guarantee a certain level of
ticket sales for any speci c production. We can provide advice and guidance on how to promote
your show; you should expect to run your own marketing campaign to nd your target audience
and sell tickets.
• Box Of ce: We will provide box of ce services to sell tickets to your show on the Voila website and
via The Cockpit box of ce. Companies will keep a percentage of the net box of ce receipts; please
see more details of the nancial deals below.
Technical Support: The venue will provide a technician to supervise one tech rehearsal and all
performances.
Events: We will create opportunities for you to connect with the other artists performing at the
festival, as well as members of the theatre industry and press.
Festival Pass: we encourage participating cast and creative team members to see the other
performances in the festival, with special access to low-cost tickets for all the shows.
WHAT DO I NEED TO PROVIDE?
The Show:
Companies are responsible for all costs associated with rehearsing and making their show. This
may include hiring the cast and creative team, design materials, decor, insurance, etc. You need to
make sure that you have secured the rights to use any copyrighted works such as play texts and
music. We run to contract and the show goes on no matter what. We expect the same from you.
Marketing:
• Companies must prepare marketing materials. We can help you use them and we will back up
what you do, but we cannot create the materials for you. It is essential you come with the
following prepared:
• A show title and a hi-resolution image, without text, that clearly identi es your show.
• An English language tagline that describes your show in one short sentence.
• A longer English language description of your show that accurately describes your show and tells
people why they should see it (50 words).
• An E-flyer that you can email and post on social media with your show image, title, tagline, blurb
plus dates, times, and the festival footer.
• Additional marketing materials: These might be production or rehearsal images, video trailers,
past press quotes, etc.
• Your own mailing list: All the past audiences, friends, contacts, family members, press and
industry people you can think of that might be interested in your show, no matter where they are.
• A clear idea of who your show is for, what you are offering them, and why they should buy a ticket.
If you can’t answer these questions, no one else can.
• All your publicity must include the Voila! Europe and Cockpit logos (we will supply a footer for you
to use).
• You must have an account on Facebook and Twitter and preferably also accounts on Instagram
and Youtube/Vimeo.
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• You must be willing to cooperate with marketing requests for additional materials, press
interviews, social media promotions, and audience Q&A events.
• We expect you to respond to email requests in a timely manner, and pass along festival
information to the rest of your company.
WHAT DOES IT COST TO PARTICIPATE?
It is free to apply to be part of Voila. If we agree to present your show, we ask for a £200 deposit.
£60 of this pays for your inclusion in our marketing. The remaining £140 is refunded to you after you
have performed your show, together with your share of box-of ce. (For online Watch Party shows,
the marketing fee is £30, and £170 is refunded to you.)
Voila! Europe operates on a box-of ce split, which means that the company and the venue share the
ticket income. The company does not pay the venue a hire fee, and the venue does not pay the
company a performance fee. More information about tickets and nancial deals can be found
below.
WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW ABOUT PROPOSING AN ON-STAGE SHOW?
All on-stage shows take place at The Cockpit, the home of Voila! Europe since the festival’s
beginning in 2012. The Cockpit is a “theatre of ideas and disruptive panache.” Dysfunctional times
need a fully-functioning theatre with things to say. A theatre for London of useful, progressive ideas
for the future.
The Cockpit is an ideal venue for performances in thrust or in the round, shows with large casts, and
shows requiring high headroom. This might be dance, music, new writing, a play in translation,
puppetry, comedy, or performance art. The Cockpit is a purpose-built, well designed, intimate venue
– in a big way.
The Cockpit has a bar and cosy lounge area, as well as rehearsal studios available to hire. The venue
is central, a 7-minute walk from Marylebone, in a quiet neighbourhood.
Links:
Overview of the auditorium
360 degree photos of the auditorium
Technical speci cations of the auditorium
Contact: please direct questions about the venue to: deb@thecockpit.org.uk
and cc: hello@voilafestival.co.uk
Logistical details:
• 2-4 performances at The Cockpit. Occasionally we programme a show for one performance only if
we feel that is a better t for the production.
• Ideal running time 50-60 minutes. Maximum running time 75 minutes.
• We cannot programme shows that are shorter than 45 minutes, or collections of short pieces
within one 60-minute performance slot.
• Each show gets a 3-hour technical rehearsal.
• We program 2 shows per night, so turnarounds between shows are very quick! You’ll have 10
minutes to set up the stage before the show, and 10 minutes to clear the stage after.
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• The Cockpit will provide a technician for the tech rehearsal and to operate the performances.
• Full venue information including technical speci cations and contact details can be found at
www.thecockpit.org.uk/hire_our_spaces#auditorium. See ‘hire our spaces’ and ‘info’ sections.
Financial details:
• Capacity: 220 (in the round) or 160 (thrust) or 120 (end-on or traverse, achieved by seating a
restricted number of audience in thrust layout)
• Tickets will be £15, plus a booking fee of £1 + 3% per ticket.
• There is no VAT applicable on ticket sales.
• The venue and the performing company will split the net box of ce 50/50. Our box of ce income
estimator is intended to give you a reasonable estimate of your show’s potential income.
• If we agree to present your show, we ask for a £200 deposit. £60 of this pays for your inclusion in
our marketing. The remaining £140 is refunded to you after you have performed your show,
together with your share of box-of ce.
WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW ABOUT PROPOSING AN ONLINE SHOW?
The pandemic has presented a challenge and an opportunity to expand what we mean by “theatre”
and how people can access it. Over the past two years, we have run a number of successful “Watch
Party” events, with artists and audiences watching a pre-recorded performance together, followed
by a live conversation.
We are also open to proposals for other kinds of digital theatre projects, to be discussed on a case
by case basis. This could be an on-demand audio project, live online interactive performance,
durational digital work, or something else.
Contact: please direct questions to voilabroadcast@thecockpit.org.uk
and cc: hello@voilafestival.co.uk
Logistical details:
• 1 live “Watch Party” event on Zoom, with a screening of the show and a live Q&A.
• Ideal running time 50-60 minutes + 30 minute discussion.
• Pre-recorded shows will remain available on demand during the festival.
• Each company will be supported by the broadcast team at The Cockpit in advance by email, with a
30-minute tech rehearsal on the day of the watch party event.
• The on-demand video will be hosted on The Cockpit’s Vimeo platform. Pre-recorded content must
be delivered to The Cockpit at least 2 weeks before the festival starts.
• The watch party event will be hosted on The Cockpit’s Zoom account.
• Artists participating in the post-show discussion must have a phone or laptop to connect to the
call, and a high-speed internet connection.
Financial details:
• The capacity of the Watch Party is 95 audience members as standard; as ticket sales increase, it
is possible to upgrade the Zoom account to accommodate up to 500 audience members.
• Tickets will be free, with audiences encouraged to make a donation of £5.
• There is no VAT applicable on donations.
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• The venue and the performing company will split the donations 70/30 in favour of the company.
Our box of ce income estimator is intended to give you a reasonable estimate of your show’s
potential income.
• If we agree to present your show, we ask for a £200 deposit. £30 of this pays for your inclusion in
our marketing. The remaining £170 is refunded to you after you have performed your show,
together with your share of the donations.
WILL THE FESTIVAL SUPPORT MY SHOW TO PARTICIPATE FROM OUTSIDE OF THE UK?
We are not able to provide nancial assistance directly, but we will do our best to support artists
from outside of the UK, by helping you to access funding available through your country’s embassy
or cultural attaché. The festival can also supply a letter con rming your participation to support
other funding applications. We encourage international companies to apply as early as possible, in
order to allow time to coordinate additional support.
We deliberately do not de ne who is and who isn’t ‘European.’ However, in the application form, we
will ask you to explain your production’s relevance to Voila! Europe, and you will need to make sure
you can receive box of ce payments in £ GBP.
HOW CAN I APPLY?
New this year, we are using a two-step application process, in order to reduce the amount of unpaid
time artists spend applying for the festival. The rst step is a short list of questions to give us a
basic idea of you and your project. This is due by 11:59pm on 11 April, 2022.
We want to make it as easy as possible for artists to connect with us. You can choose to ll in the
application form in writing, or make a video or audio recording (no longer than 5 minutes) answering
the same questions.
We recommend preparing your answers in a separate document; you will not be able to save your
work and return to the form later. Keep reading to nd the application questions in this document.
GO TO THE FORM!
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
We will contact all applicants by 6 May 2022. If your Step 1 application is successful, we will invite
you to submit the Step 2 application form by 20 May. In this step, we will ask for more detailed
information about your show. Final programming decisions will be made in mid-June 2022.
If you are invited to present your work at Voila! Europe, we will ask you to con rm your participation
by returning the signed contract, providing show marketing information and images, and paying the
deposit as soon as possible after receiving the festival invitation.
I HAVE MORE QUESTIONS…
We’re happy to help! If your question is about the Voila! Europe Festival, please get in touch with
Amy & Jo at hello@voilafestival.co.uk and/or register to join the live Q&A session on Thursday, 24
March at 5:30pm UK time.
If your question is about the venue, please contact The Cockpit directly.
deb@thecockpit.org.uk for live on stage shows; voilabroadcast@thecockpit.org.uk for online shows.
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FESTIVAL SPIRIT GUIDELINES
“Voila! were amazing. One of the best festivals I’ve ever been involved in... It felt much more like we
were all in it together than at other festivals we’ve been part of.”
- Voila! Europe 2018 participating company
How do we do this? We ask everyone involved to understand the realities of working within ‘festival
conditions’ and carefully consider the bene ts and challenges.
We depend on the company’s main contact to pass on all information to the rest of their team about
meet & greet events, networking and professional development opportunities, and festival passes.
All your collaborators (actors, designers, writers, directors, producers, etc) should be aware that their
show is part of a larger festival. In a common goal of sharing this work with audiences and theatre
industry professionals, we ask that everyone involved in the company be willing to take part in
communicating about and promoting the festival.
Alongside the performances, we aim to create connections between artists, industry, and audiences.
We welcome you and your collaborators to participate in these events and get the most out of your
festival experience.
The festival model may not be right for you if you have a show that cannot be flexible, especially in
terms of running time and technical requirements. If you can work well within the festival
conditions, we hope you will agree there is much to be gained by being part of the Voila family.
Festival conditions
• Keep to your running time
• Work within the tech times and get-in/get-out schedule
• Use a shared festival lighting rig (for on stage shows in the venue)
• Do not disrupt other performances with noise backstage (in the venue)
• We operate a ne system for over-running/inconveniencing other companies; the money goes to
compensate the company that was affected.
Connecting with other artists
• Attend the meet & greet, opening night, and other festival events
• See other festival shows & help boost their social media reach alongside your own
Connecting with the festival
• Pass along festival communications to the rest of your team
• Let us know if you are having any dif culties with your rehearsals or production; we can help.
• Let us know your plans for future performances & partnerships; we may have relationships that
can help you, and we may need to help you troubleshoot potential issues if you are planning to
perform/market your show elsewhere within 6 weeks of the festival.
By submitting your production for consideration, you are agreeing to comply with the guidelines set out
here, to embrace the Festival Spirit and to collaborate with everyone else involved for the greater good
of the entire festival.
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BOX OFFICE INCOME ESTIMATOR
This box of ce income estimator is intended to give you a reasonable estimate of the potential box
of ce income from your show, taking into account the capacity (number of tickets), average ticket
yield (ticket prices), and the box of ce splits with The Cockpit.
IMPORTANT: The festival cannot guarantee the box of ce income for your show! Your actual income
will depend on the number of tickets sold.
The examples below are based on our estimates, but you can change the numbers in each column
to see how your income would be affected if you sell more or fewer tickets, if you have more or
fewer performances, or if you want to con gure the performance space in a way that will decrease
the number of seats available.
It's unlikely that you will completely sell out all your shows (that would be 100% capacity). We
recommend you budget to break even at 50% capacity or less, so that you don’t have an unpleasant
surprise at the end of your run.
In addition to the % capacity, consider what total number of tickets you think you can sell. How
many people have attended your past shows? How many email addresses do you have on your
mailing list? How many social media followers? Etc.
The average ticket price is usually a little less than the lowest published ticket price, taking into
account additional deals that may be offered to help you sell your show, such as 2-for-1 tickets,
target group discount codes, or multi-buy deals.
The Festival may offer free tickets to press, industry, cultural partners, other artists participating in
the festival, and seat- lling groups such as Audience Club. Therefore, an audience of 100 may not
represent 100 tickets sold; your box of ce income will only take into account tickets sold.
venue
configuration

venue
capacity

number of
performances

capacity
sold

average
ticket price

net box
office

venue
50% split

artist
50% split

in the round

220

2

50%

£14

£3080

£1540

£1540

thrust

160

2

50%

£14

£2240

£1120

£1120

end-on

120

2

50%

£14

£1680

£840

£840

online

95

1

50%

£5

£237.5

£118.75

£118.75

Formulae:
• venue capacity x number of performances x capacity sold x average ticket price = net box of ce
• net box of ce ÷ 2 = artist 50% split
Ticketing fees of £1 + 3% are paid by the audience, so they do not factor in to this formula. There is
no VAT applicable on ticket sales at The Cockpit.
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HOW TO APPLY
New this year, we are using a two-step application process, in order to reduce the amount of unpaid
time artists spend applying for the festival. The rst step is a short list of questions to give us a
basic idea of you and your project. This is due by 11:50pm on the 11th of April, 2022.
We want to make it as easy as possible for artists to connect with us. You can choose to ll in the
application form in writing, or make a video or audio recording (no longer than 5 minutes) answering
the same questions.
Whichever you choose, you’ll need to:
1. ll in at least the cover page of the google form
2. select the option to continue lling in the form OR give us the link to a video or audio recording.
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Once you submit the form, you will receive an email from Google with a copy of your answers. You
will not receive an additional con rmation from the festival.
We will contact all applicants by 6 May 2022. If your step-one application is successful, we will invite
you to submit the step-two application form by 20 May. In this step, we will ask for more detailed
information about your show. Final programming decisions will be made in mid-June 2022.
READY?
Please read the FAQs and details in this document before applying.
We recommend preparing your answers in a separate document; you will not be able to save your
work and return to the form later.
When you are ready to apply, please go to the application form here.
The deadline to apply is 11:59PM on 11 April 2022 (UK time).

COVER PAGE QUESTIONS
you must enter the answers to these questions on the google form
• Email Address
• Your Name
• Title of the Show
• Company Name (if applicable)
• Phone number
• Full Postal Address (please include country)
• Website
• Twitter
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Other Social Media Links
• Links to Video of Your Work
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APPLICATION QUESTIONS

• Optional Attachments (Please do not email us additional documents, dossiers, technical riders
etc. Instead, please link to where these documents are stored, for example on Google Drive or
Dropbox.)
• Can we see your work on stage or online between now and the 1st of May? (Please also email us
directly with the dates & details: hello@voilafestival.co.uk)
• What type of performance are you proposing?
• Live on stage at The Cockpit
• On Demand + Watch Party
• Other (please describe)
• Are there any dates when you are NOT available to perform during the festival period? (3-13
November 2021)
• Does anyone in your company have access needs?
• Do you agree to follow the Festival Spirit Guidelines?

VIDEO OR AUDIO APPLICATIONS
If you would like to submit a video or audio application, please record your answers to the questions
below (no more than 5 minutes) and upload the recording to an online platform where we can watch
or listen to your application. (Youtube, Vimeo, Soundcloud, Google Drive, etc)

STEP 1 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
Who are you? Please tell us about the kind of work that you do. If you are working with a company
or other creatives, please tell us about them, too.
What is the show you’d like to present at Voila! Europe? Please tell us about the ideas behind the
show, what performance techniques are used, how many performers there are, and what happens
on stage.
Why is your show a good fit for Voila? How is it relevant to a European theatre festival?
Please tell us about your show's technical needs.
How long is your show?
How would you describe your show’s genre or style?
What language(s) do you use in your show?
Has your show been performed before?
• Yes, the show is complete and ready to perform.
• Yes, but we will be developing a new version for the VOILA performances.
• No, we will develop the show for its rst performances at VOILA.
• Other
Is there any other important information that you think we should know at this stage?
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STEP 2 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
If we invite you to continue to the second stage of the application process, we will ask you the
following questions. This information is for reference only. Please do not answer these questions on
the Step 1 application form.
Who else is involved in making your show? Are there any other creatives attached to the project?
Please provide names and roles of your cast & creative team, if known.
What do you hope to gain or achieve by participating in the VOILA festival? For example: Tell us
what you hope to achieve on a personal and professional level by participating in this festival. For
example, exposure to new audiences for an existing piece, a chance to develop a new piece, create
connections with international artists, an opportunity for press coverage, provide a platform for
potential touring, etc.
Are surtitles necessary for an English-speaking audience to understand your show?
If yes, can you provide surtitles and a surtitle operator?
• Yes, we can provide both surtitles and an operator.
• Yes, we can provide surtitles, but not an operator.
• No, we cannot provide either.
• Not applicable; our show will not need surtitles.
• Other
Is your show already programmed at another venue? Have you applied to any other venues or
festivals? Please let us know if there are any con rmed or potential plans for your show to be
performed between now and December 2022.
What is the next step you want to take with your show after the VOILA festival? Please tell us what
you hope to achieve with the production after the festival is over - for example further development,
touring, lming, etc.
Describe the target audience for your show. Who will your show appeal to? Who are you making it
for? What kinds of people do you hope will come and see it? The answer to this question is not "it's
for everyone." This is an important question to ask yourself as you create and market the show, to
make sure that you are inviting the people who most want/need to see it. Identifying a target
audience does not mean your show is not open to all.
How do you communicate with your current audience? For example: social media, website, email
newsletter, print, etc.
How do you plan to reach out to new or additional audiences for your show? Please tell us about
your audience development strategies: how will you encourage people to buy tickets?
What is a realistic audience reach per performance? Is there a limit to how many audience
members your show can accommodate? How many people do you think you can get to come to the
theatre? The festival and the venue will help you with marketing, but it's ultimately it's up to you to
bring in your audience. On the flip side, is there a maximum number of audience members for your
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show? For example, if your show is interactive, at what point would the experience be compromised
by too many audience members?
Are you applying to perform your show on stage at The Cockpit, or online? Choose the relevant
set of questions to answer, based on the type of show you are proposing.
QUESTIONS FOR ON STAGE SHOWS
What audience configuration would be ideal for your show?
• In the round (with audience on 4 sides)
• Thrust (with audience on 3 sides)
• Alley/Traverse (with audience on 2 sides)
• End-on proscenium
• Other (please describe)
Why? Please explain why you chose this audience configuration. Please be as speci c as you can
about the space your show needs. Can you be flexible with the audience con guration if it is not
possible to provide your rst choice set-up?
What is the minimum amount of get-in time & technical rehearsal needed for your show? Each
show in the festival gets 3 hours of tech rehearsal. Turnaround times are short, usually 30 minutes
between the end of one show and the beginning of the next show - so you'll need to be able to get in
and get out quickly. We may be able to make special arrangements, but cannot guarantee additional
time. If your show needs additional time for tech rehearsal or to build the set, it's very unlikely that
we can accommodate the show within our festival format.
QUESTIONS FOR ONLINE WATCH PARTY SHOWS
Is your performance already recorded?
• Yes
• No
Which artists/collaborators will participate in the post-show Q&A?
QUESTIONS FOR OTHER ONLINE PERFORMANCE PROPOSALS
What digital platform do you intend to use for your show?
• The Cockpit’s Zoom account
• The Cockpit’s live streaming / on demand service
• An interactive platform like Gather or Wonder
• Email, phone calls, or text messages
• Other (please specify)
Have you used this digital platform for performances before?
If you are not intending to use The Cockpit’s Zoom/streaming/on demand platforms, are you able
to provide all the software, equipment, and technicians required for your show?
Please tell us about your show’s technical needs. Let us know why you have chosen the digital
platform above, and what support you might need from our broadcast technicians.

fi
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THANK YOU
We’re delighted that you’re considering applying to Voila! Europe 2022. We can’t wait to hear about
your show! In the meantime, we invite you to get in touch with any questions, and connect with us
on social media.
Amy Clare Tasker & Jo Manavopoulou

@VoilaEurope on twitter, facebook, and instagram
Sign up for our email newsletter
Contact us: hello@voilafestival.co.uk
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